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Resources and assistance to support
HUD's community partners

Home Programs Resources Training

2021 HIC and PIT Count Updates
for CoCs
As we approach the upcoming 2021 Housing Inventory Count (HIC) and Point-in-Time
(PIT) count, we continue to face the harmful effects of COVID-19. Communities have
each addressed the pandemic with solutions and varying priorities. It is crucial for us to
understand some basic information about who is experiencing homelessness, while
balancing the need to protect those who are most vulnerable and the people that serve
them.

Given these important factors, HUD plans to implement the following requirements for
the 2021 HIC and PIT counts:

1. Conduct the HIC as normal
2. Conduct the sheltered PIT count as normal

HUD updated the HMIS Project Setup and Inventory Changes During an
Infectious Disease Outbreak document to include guidance on how to
count people in hotels/motels and temporary emergency shelters in the
HIC and for the sheltered PIT count

3. Conduct the unsheltered count based on the allowances outlined in the
Conducting the 2021 Unsheltered PIT Count resource

Due to the challenges created by COVID-19, HUD knows that the unsheltered count
will not resemble unsheltered PIT counts of the past. The purpose of an unsheltered
PIT count is to have information about how the unsheltered PIT count has been
impacted by COVID-19. HUD believes this will be valuable for Continuums of Care
(CoCs) and for national partners to understand how homelessness has generally
changed and what additional efforts or resources may be needed. HUD recognizes that
this data will not be comparable to past counts – however, it will provide information
about whether unsheltered homelessness has increased and decreased in different
types of communities.

Unsheltered PIT Count Exceptions

HUD understands that some CoCs will not be able to conduct an unsheltered PIT
count due to the pandemic. CoCs will be able to request an exception to some or all of
the requirements for the unsheltered PIT count. CoCs that cannot meet the
requirements for the 2021 unsheltered PIT count must submit a request for an
exception to William Snow at William.Snow@hud.gov that describes:

1. Why the CoC cannot conduct a full unsheltered PIT count
2. Whether the CoC is requesting an exception to some or all of the requirements

of the unsheltered PIT count
3. If the CoC is conducting a count, what exactly will be included in the count (e.g.,

a head count only)
4. Other efforts they are taking to understand the needs of people experiencing

unsheltered homelessness in their community

CoCs do not need to submit an exception request if they plan on submitting the full
unsheltered PIT count data but are changing their methodology. For example, if a CoC
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is shifting to an observation-based count or is changing their sampling methods, the
CoC does not need to request an exception. CoCs that have questions about changes
they want to make can review the guidance, attend office hours, or submit an Ask A
Question (AAQ) via the HUD Exchange.

CoCs may also request an exception to counting in the last 10 days of January.
However, CoCs will still be expected to submit their count data at the end of April, even
if an exception to the date is granted. CoCs that want to move their date should still try
to count at the end of the month. A change to the date would apply to the HIC,
sheltered PIT count, and unsheltered PIT count. To submit an exception request, CoCs
must send an email to William Snow at William.Snow@hud.gov that includes why an
exception is being requested and when they propose to conduct the count.

PIT Count Resources and Office Hours

HUD will publish the 2021 HIC and PIT Count Notice in the coming weeks to the PIT
and HIC Guides, Tools, and Webinars page and will provide regular office hours to help
CoCs understand how to implement the 2021 PIT count requirements. Each office
hours session will begin with a focused discussion on a specific PIT count
methodology issue before shifting to an open discussion on any questions or issues
that communities bring to the table in regard to planning or implementing their PIT
counts. We invite communities to come with questions, as well as solutions. HUD
believes strongly in the power of peer learning, and we hope that communities will
come to the office hours willing to share their promising practices and lessons learned.

The PIT Count Office Hours will be held at the following times. HUD will update CoCs
on future sessions’ topics of focus through HUD Exchange listserv announcements
sent in advance of each session.

Session Date and Time Registration

Session #1
 2021 Unsheltered PIT

 Count Flexibilities

November 24, 2020
 3:00 - 4:30 PM EST Register Now

Session #2
 TBD

December 3, 2020
 3:00 - 4:30 PM EST Register Now

Session #3
 TBD

December 15, 2020
 3:00 - 4:30 PM EST Register Now

Session #4
 TBD

January 12, 2021
 3:00 - 4:30 PM EST Register Now

Session #5
 TBD

January 19, 2021
 3:00 - 4:30 PM EST Register Now

If you have questions regarding the 2021 HIC and PIT count please submit them to the
Ask A Question (AAQ) portal. In Step 2 of the question submission process, select
“HDX Homelessness Data Exchange (including PIT, HIC, AHAR, Sys PM, LSA, and
PDX)” from the “My question is related to” drop down list.
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